
What you need to know...

The web portal has search and export functions available to help you organize and track your locate requests. 

The “Search engine” can show a list of your locate requests, up to a maximum of 31 days at a time. You may customize the 

list by adding or removing search parameters; Type of work, Mun./Twsp, street, Caller name, etc. 

The “Export” option creates an Excel spreadsheet with a column for each search parameter found in the search engine. You 

can sort, add, or remove columns in the Excel spreadsheet for your internal office purposes.  This can help track long term 

projects, validity dates, relocates, etc. 

D I G G I N G  I N  T O  B E S T  P R A C T I C E S
M a n a g i n g  L o c a t e s

Our recommended Best Practice for managing Locate Requests:

 Each user should ensure their contact information is correct each time they create a request; if an infrastructure owner 

(member) or Ontario One Call has a question they are going to call the main contact first. 

 Use a distribution email when your team requires shared access to locate paperwork.

 Include an “estimated completion date” in the detailed description for long term Projects

 Follow up with Ontario One Call when you do not receive a locate request confirmation within 24 hours.   

 Keep a record of your locate requests – use the available Search Engine and Export features. 

 Check the Locate status tab on each request and follow up with Members directly when you have not received a response.

Why you want to do this...

Managing locates as a Team can help to organize locates 

and relocates during vacations and prevent duplicate work. 

Where can you find assistance?

Contact Ontario One Call Client Services for web portal 

support by email: Solutions@OntarioOneCall.ca
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